Pre-Bid Clarification/Corrigendum

Supplying & Fixing of Carpet in 7th floor ‘E’ Wing Conference Room at NABARD HO
Mumbai- 400051

Tender on the captioned subject was floated on NABARD Website and CPPP Portal on 25th January 2022. Further, pre-bid meeting was conducted on 31st January 2022. Representative of 5 bidders have attended in the preobid meeting. In this connection, following clarification has been given to agencies willing to participate in the tender process.

A. Price Bid- Annexure –A

1. Style of the Carpet – Cut Pile Carpet.
2. Gauge of the Cut pile of the carpet – 1/10 Cut Pile
3. Preparatory work before laying of carpet- The carpet and Underlay shall be installed with standard adhesives such as Fevicol, Dunlop or approved equivalent. The carpet shall be fixed as per the manufacturer's specifications and to be installed by its authorized agency / interior decorator or as approved as directed at site by Bank's officials, with minimum five years warranty for any manufacturing defects, etc complete. The rate shall include labor charges for removal of existing carpet, surface preparation & pest Control work(like; termite treatment etc.), fixing of new carpet, etc. and cost for transportation of materials, wastages, cost of adhesives, etc. and costs incidental thereto and all applicable taxes excl. GST. Only the final finished area shall be considered for measurement and bill settlement. The minimum basic price of carpet to be supplied is Rs.1600/- Sq.mt. excluding GST
1. Details of Methodology and Approach during presentation –

a. Quality and content of the presentation shall cover the actual design/layout proposed for supplying & laying of the carpet in the conference Room (as per the quoted price bid). Sample Carpet proposed for supplying & Laying shall be brought at the time of presentation.

b. Bidders are requested to present the design of the layout for the proposed work having at-least 2 color combination of the carpet as per the specifications detailed in price bid.

c. The marks for Approach and Methodology will be given by the Committee based on detailed layout design presented as per the requirement of the NABARD submitted by the bidders.

Revised Price Bid (Annexure-A) and Revised Annexure-V is attached. This shall be part of the tender.